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Abstract
Descriptive search is a type of exploratory search that allows users to search for content by providing descriptors. Instead of having a specific target in mind, the user
looks for a recommendation of items that matches the given descriptors. However
in the music domain, descriptive words do not necessarily have the same semantic
meaning as they have in a generic text corpus. In this study, we investigate if we
can train a shallow neural model on playlist data for descriptive music search, and
if the model can capture music-specific word semantics. We carry out three experiments to evaluate our model. The first and the second experiments evaluate if the
model can predict tracks that are relevant to given search queries, and the third
experiment evaluates whether the model successfully captures domain-specific word
semantics. From our experiments, we conclude that our model trained on playlist
data indeed can capture music-specific word semantics and generate reasonable track
predictions. For future work, we suggest to explore possibilities to re-rank the top
results retrieved by the model and diversify and/or personalize the ordering of the
results.
Keywords − descriptive search, word embeddings, domain knowledge, extrinsic
evaluation, fastText
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Sammanfattning
Deskriptiv sökning är en typ av utforskande informationshämtning där användare
söker efter material med hjälp av beskrivande sökord. Istället för att ange namnet på
ett objekt i söksträngen så kan användaren med ord beskriva objekt som efterfrågas.
I ett musiksammanhang har dock många beskrivande ord inte samma betydelse som
de har i ett generellt sammanhang. Vi undersöker därför i vår studie om vi kan
träna ett grunt neuralt nätverk med spellistsdata för deskriptiv musiksökning, och
om modellen kan lära sig musik-specifika betydelser av ord. Vi utför totalt tre olika
experiment för att utvärdera modellen. De första två experimenten undersöker om
modellen kan föreslå relevanta låtar givet beskrivande söksträngar och det sista experimentet undersöker om modellen fångar domän-specifika betydelser av sökorden.
Resultaten från våra experiment tyder på att modellen lyckas fånga musik-specifika
språkmönster och kan föreslå rimliga låtar för deskriptiva söksträngar. För att göra
modellen mer användningsbar föreslår vi att undersöka möjligheterna att omranka
toppresultaten från modellen, och diversifiera samt personalisera ordningen av resultaten efter individuella användare.
Nyckelord − deskriptiv sökning, ordvektorer, domänkunskap, indirekt utvärdering,
fastText
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Digitalization makes it easier for artists and creators to distribute their content to
a wider audience. With a growing amount of information online, it also becomes
more difficult for users to find relevant items among millions or possibly billions of
irrelevant items. To help creators to put their content in front of the right audience
and users to find the right content, search engines and recommender algorithms are
adopted to a broad range of applications.
Search engines are used very differently today compared to ten years ago. Early
search engines retrieved items based on which items best matched the words in the
search query. It was the user’s responsibility to spell the name of the items correctly
and know what they were looking for. Today, with technology becoming smarter,
these responsibilities are taken up by the search engine. Search engines are now not
only expected to handle misspellings and abbreviations but also to be important
tools for discovery; they should forecast what the users want, preferably even before
the users know what they want.
Descriptive search can be applied to most products that have a large collection
of items such as online shops, news pages, or audio- and video-sharing platforms.
With voice-controlled technologies increasing in popularity [1, 2], one can expect
that more people will use search engines for discovery in the future. This is because
voice allows us to naturally express open and exploratory queries such as “play
me some music for studying“ or “give me directions to the best indian restaurant
nearby“. It is however often much more difficult to do retrieval with descriptive
queries as search engines need to compile understanding of natural language, user
interests, general and domain-specific knowledge. In the music domain, descriptive
words also do not necessarily have the same semantic meaning as they have in generic
text corpuses. For example the word “house“, which refers to a building/home in
a general context, refers to a genre in the music domain. Hence, music retrieval
models need to be trained on domain-specific data.

1
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1.1

Problem

In this study, we investigate:
1. how well a shallow neural model trained on playlist data performs on a descriptive music search compared to a frequency baseline that returns the most
popular entities regardless of the user query
2. whether embeddings trained on playlist data can outperform embeddings trained
on generic text in a music-related classification task

1.2

Contributions

Descriptive music search is not a topic that has been studied extensively in the past
to our best knowledge. We propose in this study an approach that treats descriptive
music search as an extreme multi-class classification problem and build a model
that can retrieve relevant tracks for descriptive queries. The model can be used as
a baseline for future studies on exploratory retrieval problems. We also show in our
work that the word embeddings from the model can be extracted and transferred to
a different but domain-related classification task and help improve the performance
of that task. This indicates that our embeddings can be valuable features for other
music search models.

1.3

Definitions

This section contains the definitions of key concepts and phrases used in the thesis.

Exact search
We define exact search as information retrieval where the user wants results that
match as closely as possible to a given query. In exact search, the user knows in
advance of the search session what target item(s) a successful retrieval process should
return. In the music domain, an example is to search for “abba money“ and expect
the retrieved item to be the track “Money, Money, Money“ by the Swedish pop
group ABBA.

Descriptive search
We define descriptive search as open and exploratory search that allows users to
search for content by giving descriptors. For a search query like “happy jazzy“,
exact search would return an entity which name contains the words “happy“ and/or
“jazzy“, but descriptive search aims to return content that actually feels happy and
jazzy. This type of search is mainly used in two scenarios: when the user does not
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remember the name of a target, or when the user does not have any specific target in
mind but looks for a recommendation of items that match some given descriptions.
An example of the difference between these two scenarios is “play me the sad Miley
song about breakups“ where the user has a clear target in mind versus “play me
sad breakup songs“ where the user wants a recommendation of items. In this study,
descriptive search refers to the second scenario only.

1.4

Delimitation

Since music descriptors can be of many types, we mainly focus on descriptors that
are genres, moods or activities. We also restrict the language to English. The model
in this thesis is built for exploratory purposes and will not be part of the Spotify
product. We hence do not optimize for production requirements such as latency. Due
to the limited amount of time and resources available, all evaluation is conducted
offline only. We also do not carry out any grid-search for optimal hyperparameters
as the model is slow to train, but use library defaults and recommended settings
from other studies.

1.5

Background conditions

This study is conducted at Spotify during the Spring of 2019 in Stockholm, Sweden.
Spotify is an audio streaming platform that provides unlimited access to over 40
million songs and 3 billion playlists to users through either free or premium plans.
Besides streaming music and podcasts, users can search, browse, save and follow
tracks, artists, albums or podcasts on the platform. Users can also create, edit and
share playlists with their favourite audio content. With this massive catalogue of
entities at Spotify, the search functionality becomes an essential tool for finding
relevant content.

1.6

Thesis outline

The next chapter introduces related work in the area of information retrieval and
representation learning. Chapter 3 presents the theory needed to understand our
approach and experiments. Chapter 4 explains the training data, the data collection
and the filters we use, and Chapter 5 describes how we train and evaluate the model.
Results are presented in Chapter 6 and we discuss our findings and approach in
Chapter 7. The whole study is finally summarized in Chapter 8 where we also
provide recommendations for future work.

Chapter 2

Related work
In this chapter, we present related work to our study with the intention to help
the reader understand how our work relates to a wider research context. Our work
mainly falls under two research areas, information retrieval and representation learning, but is restricted to a specific type of retrieval within the music domain that we
define as “descriptive search“ in Section 1.3.
Figure 2.1: Our study in a wider research context.

Information retrieval
Information retrieval has a long history. Already in 1975, Salton et al. proposed an
early vector space model for information retrieval in which queries and documents
are represented by vectors in a common space [3]. Other studies then extended the
vector space model with representations for multi-word phrases [4, 5]. To model
uncertainty in the retrieval process and estimate the probability of a document
being relevant to a query, probabilistic models were developed, such as the Binary
Independence Model [6] and the Okapi BM25 [7]. Other popular approaches to
information retrieval include using language models [8, 9] and Markov Random
Fields [10]. We do not go into detail into any of these models as they are not related
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to our study.
Descriptive search has mainly been studied in the image domain [11, 12, 13],
and not to the same extent within the music information retrieval community [14].
Several studies have attempted to approach the problem of learning associations
between descriptive words and songs from a semantic music annotation point-of-view
[15, 16, 17, 18, 19], using lyrics or audio features extracted from the songs. Turnbull
et al. proposed a model for descriptive music search in 2007 [20] that is based on a
probabilistic supervised multi-class labeling model (SML) from [21]. The SML model
shown in Figure 2.2 learns a set of Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) distributions
over an audio feature space for each word in a vocabulary of descriptive words. For a
new song, the model first annotates the song by computing a semantic multinomial
distribution for it. Retrieval is then done by finding songs with multinomials that
are most similar to the query multinomial.
Figure 2.2: SML model diagram [20].

Representation learning
Distributed vector representations, commonly referred to as “embeddings“ have been
very useful for capturing contextual information [22]. In the early days, a popular
method to create this type of representations was with Latent Semantic Analysis
(LSA), a method that was originally developed for information retrieval in 1990
[23]. LSA is a count-based method that uses a document-term occurrence matrix to
represent textual data. It approximates a low-rank representation of the occurrence
matrix from which contextual representations can be extracted. Refining the idea of
modelling latent topics in LSA, topic models such as Probabilistic Latent Semantic
Indexing [24] and Latent Dirichlet Allocation [25] were developed.
Advances in neural approaches in the 2010s led to several promising neural embedding models. Mikolov et al. introduced in 2013 a computationally efficient
shallow neural structure Word2Vec that uses local context windows to learn word semantics from text [22]. We explain this model in Section 3.2. Other popular neural
approaches include GloVe, a model from 2014 that combines the shallow window-

6
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based framework from Word2Vec with global statistical properties of the text corpus
[26], fastText from 2016 [27] which we use in this study and explain in Section 3.3,
and StarSpace from 2018 which is a multi-purpose embedding tool that can create embeddings for tasks such as text classification, recommendation, information
retrieval and link prediction [28].

Our work
For a descriptive search model, it’s important to be able to make associations to what
is not explicitly expressed by words in search queries, and embeddings are very good
at capturing this type of abstract relationships. This motivates our ambition to
create a model for descriptive music search based on textual embeddings. As far as
we know, there are no previous studies that investigate descriptive music search by
this method.

Chapter 3

Theory
This chapter aims to give the reader the background knowledge required to understand the approach in our study. We begin by introducing the concept of word
representation learning and present two frameworks that are commonly used for
learning word embeddings, Word2Vec and fastText. The model from this study
is based on the fastText framework, but understanding Word2Vec is useful as the
architectures are similar. We then describe three optimization functions for training embedding models, the softmax function, the hierarchical softmax function and
negative sampling. Finally, we also describe common approaches to evaluate word
embeddings and information retrieval systems.

3.1

Word representation learning

The idea behind word representation learning is to create associations between
words. Consider the case when we have a vocabulary that consists of the following
four words {hello, hi, chair, hat}. If we represent the words with one-hot encodings,
we get the following set of vectors.

hello : [1000]
hi : [0100]
chair : [0010]
hat : [0001]
This however means that all the words are independent and have the same vector
distance from one another. Thus, the distance between the word “hello“ and “hi“
is equal to the distance between “hello“ and “chair“ albeit “hello“ and “hi“ have
similar meanings. In word representation learning, large collections of documents
are used to train distributed word representations. Each unique word is mapped to
a vector in a high-dimensional space where semantically similar words, like “hello“

7
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and “hi“, end up closer to each other than words that are semantically different.
These distributed word representations, often referred to as “word embeddings“,
can be trained with shallow neural models from Word2Vec and fastText.

3.2

Word2Vec

Word2Vec was originally proposed in 2013 by Mikolov et al. [22]. The framework
comes with two shallow window-based neural models for learning word embeddings
from raw text using unsupervised learning, the skip-gram model and the continuous bag-of-words model (CBOW). The difference between the models is that the
skip-gram model learns to predict a neighbouring word given a target word, and
the CBOW model learns to predict the target word given neighbouring words in
a context window. Given a short text “bananas are yellow and cherries are red“,
we show with examples below of how the sliding window, the skip-gram model and
CBOW model work.
Example 3.2.1: A sliding window
Assume that we have a sliding window with a fixed size of 5. For each position of the
window on the text “bananas are yellow and cherries are red“, we get a datapoint
that consists of a target word and the neighbouring words (context) within the
window. Table 3.1 shows the target word and the context at each position of the
window on the text.
Table 3.1: Target and context in a sliding window of size 5 over the text “bananas are yellow and
cherries are red“.

Window (size = 5)
[bananas, are, yellow]
[bananas, are, yellow, and]
[bananas, are, yellow, and, cherries]
[are, yellow, and, cherries, are]
[yellow, and, cherries, are, red]
[and, cherries, are, red]
[cherries, are, red]

Target
bananas
are
yellow
and
cherries
are
red

Context
[are, yellow]
[bananas, yellow, and]
[bananas, are, and, cherries]
[are, yellow, cherries, are]
[yellow, and, are, red]
[and, cherries, red]
[cherries, are]

Example 3.2.2: Skip-gram model
The datapoints created by the sliding window in Example 3.2.1 are used to train
the embeddings in the skip-gram model. An one-hot encoded vector representation
of the target word is used as input, and each of the corresponding context words is
used as label for the input. Figure 3.1 shows an example of this. The number of
nodes in the hidden layer corresponds to the size of the embedding. In this example,
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we have 6 unique words in our vocabulary {bananas, yellow, and, cherries, are,
red} and set the embedding size to 4. This creates an embedding weight matrix L
with dimensions 6 × 4. The larger the embedding size is, the more information the
embeddings will be able to preserve. Hence in reality, the final embedding size is
often chosen after experimenting with multiple sizes.
Figure 3.1: Skip-gram model. An one-hot encoded target word “yellow“ is used as input with
one of the corresponding context words “are“ as label. The input vector is multiplied with the
embedding weight matrix L to form the hidden layer (the embedding for “yellow“), and then
multiplied with the weights for the output layer W to generate a prediction of a context word.

Example 3.2.3: CBOW model
The CBOW model is also trained with datapoints created by the sliding window in
Example 3.2.1. In the CBOW model, one-hot encoded context words are used as
input with the corresponding target word as label. The one-hot encoded context
word representations are first multiplied with the embedding weight matrix L individually, and then averaged into the embedding vector. Figure 3.2 shows an example
of the CBOW model.

10
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Figure 3.2: The CBOW model. One-hot encoded context words “are“ and “yellow“ are multiplied
with the embedding weight matrix L individually, and then averaged to form the hidden layer. The
target word “bananas“ is used as label for this sample.

3.3

fastText

fastText is a library written in C++ for text classification and representation learning. It was released in 2016 by a group of researchers from Facebook [29] and is
appreciated for being efficient, and for being able to preserve phrase and subword
information. Word embeddings created by the Word2Vec framework have distinct
embeddings for the words in the vocabulary; they do not share any parameters. In
fastText, each word is represented by bag-of-character n-grams in addition to the
word itself. This means that each n-gram in a word has its own embedding, and that
the embedding for the full word is computed by summing the n-gram embeddings
[30]. The size of the n-grams is set through the parameters -minn and -maxn. With
n=3, the word country is represented by:

<co, cou, oun, unt, ntr, try, ry> and <country>
Through applying character-level n-grams, information about the internal structures of the words such as prefixes and suffixes can be preserved, and word embeddings for words that do not appear in the training data can be created. fastText
also supports word-level n-grams through the parameters -wordNgrams. Word-level
n-grams are useful to capture local word order information so that information about
commonly co-occurring words can be learnt by the model.
The fastText library comes with three types of models, the unsupervised skipgram model and the CBOW model from Word2Vec with extensions for phrase and
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subword representations, and an additional model for supervised text classification.
We use the supervised text classification model from fastText as the retrieval model
in our study. This model consists of a shallow neural network with a single hidden
layer just as the skip-gram and CBOW models. However, the output layer does not
have the same size as the input layer like in the skip-gram and CBOW models, but
the size of the number of classes. The model performs on par with deep learning text
classifiers while being much faster [27]. We show an example of this model below.
Example 3.3.1: Text classification with fastText
Given the same text from the examples in Section 3.2, “bananas are yellow and cherries are red“, we now want to classify it as being either about fruits or not about
fruits. This is a binary classification problem that requires the training data to be
labelled. Figure 3.3 shows the fastText text classifier’s architecture for this problem. The words in the text are first transformed into one-hot vector representations,
and then individually multiplied with the embedding weight matrix L to form the
word embeddings. The word embeddings are averaged into a single representation
of the input text and fed to a linear classifier with the weight matrix W . We do not
include any subword or phrase features in this example for the sake of simplicity.
Figure 3.3: Supervised text classifier. The words in the text are embedded and averaged into
a text representation. The text representation is then inputted to a linear classifier to generate a
class prediction.

We approach descriptive music search as an extreme multi-class text classification
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problem in our study, and construct a retrieval model that is based on the fastText
classifier. Extreme multi-class text classification is classification problem with a
large number of output classes. An example of this is to predict tags for short
text documents where there are hundreds of thousands of unique tags, and each tag
represents an own class [31]. We provide an example below of how Joulin et al. used
fastText for the tag prediction problem [27] as a reference to our own model that
is described later in Chapter 5.
Example 3.3.2: Extreme multi-class text classification with fastText
Using the YFCC100M dataset that consists of ∼100M images with titles, captions
and tags [32], the task is to predict the tags given the text in the title and the
caption of an image. Joulin et al. [27] approached this problem by first removing
words and tags that occur less than 100 times in the data. This can easily be done
in the fastText library through the parameters -minCount and -minCountLabel
that control the minimal number of word and label occurrences. After removal of
the infrequent words and labels, the vocabulary contained 297.141 unique words
and 312.116 unique labels. The data was split into training, validation and test sets
with 91.188.648, 930.497 respectively 543.424 samples, and a fastText classifier was
trained for 5 epochs on the training set. Prediction results from their model on the
test set are shown in Table 3.2 along with the results for a frequency baseline that
ignores the input and always predicts the most frequent tags in the training data.
Table 3.2: fastText for tag prediction [27].

Model
Freq. baseline
FastText, h=50
FastText, h=200
FastText, h=50, bigram
FastText, h=200, bigram

Prec@1
2.2
31.2
36.7
41.1
46.1

This task reassembles the problem in our study, with the difference being that
we are predicting tracks given descriptive queries instead of tags given image titles
and captions.

3.4

Optimization techniques

In embedding models such as Word2Vec and fastText, the weights in the embedding
layer L and the output layer W are gradually adjusted after the training data to fit
the model after a specific task. The process of adjusting a model’s weights iteratively
after individual or batches of training samples is often referred to as “training“ or
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“learning“ in machine learning literature [33]. The way the weights are updated
during training is controlled by a learning rate and loss function that are specified
in fastText through the -lr and -loss parameters [29]. The learning rate controls
how much the weights are to be updated in each iteration, and the slope of the
loss function controls which direction to update towards. We seek to improve the
performance of the model by minimizing the loss function during training. There
are many different types of loss functions. We introduce the softmax function below,
which is commonly used for multi-class classification problems, along with two faster
alternatives; hierarchical softmax and negative sampling.

Softmax
The softmax loss function is used to compute the probability distribution over the
set of possible classes C. For a given text input x, the corresponding embedded
representation x̄ is used to compute the most probable output c over all possible
classes C where c̄ is the vector representation of c, see Equation 3.1.
exp(c̄T x̄)
p(c|x) = PC
T
j=1 exp(c¯j x̄)

(3.1)

The computational complexity of this function is O(hC) where h is the size of the
embedding and C is the number of classes. If the number of classes is large, such as in
extreme multi-class classification problems, the softmax function becomes very slow
as it goes through all classes for every input. Since we are treating descriptive music
search as an extreme multi-class classification problem in this study, the softmax
function becomes a bottleneck. Thus, we try two faster alternatives to the softmax
function, hierarchical softmax and negative sampling, that are both supported by
fastText through the -loss parameter.

Hierarchical softmax
Hierarchical softmax, introduced by Morin and Bengio for neural models in 2005
[34], is a loss function that approximates the softmax function. The idea is to use a
hierarchical binary-tree structure where each node in the tree has a binary activation
that generates the probabilities of moving to the left and the right child node. Each
of the classes is assigned to a leaf node in the tree and the probability of a class
given an input is the probability of moving from the root of the tree to the correct
leaf node. Thus, p(c|x) is defined as follows in hierarchical softmax:
L(c)−1

p(c|x) =

Y
j=1

σ([[n(c, j + 1) = ch(n(c, j))]] · c̄Tn(c,j) x̄)

(3.2)
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where L(c) is the length of the path to c and n(c, j) is the j th node on this
path. The indicator function [[n(c, j + 1) = ch(n(c, j))]] returns 1 if the child node
ch(n(c, j)) of node n(c, j) is the next node n(c, j + 1) on the path to the class c, and
otherwise it returns -1. By pruning branches in the tree that have low probabilities,
the computational complexity can be reduced to O(h log2 (C)) which significantly
improves the time to train and test the model if the number of classes is large.

Negative sampling
Negative sampling is a simplified version of the Noise Contrastive Estimation (NCE)
loss that Mikolov et al. applied to the Word2vec models [35]. NCE is an estimation
principle proposed by Gutmann and Hyvärinen in 2010 [36] that uses logistic regression classifiers to differentiate actual data from artificially generated noise samples.
Given an input x and a target c, NCE samples K targets ĉ1 , ĉ2 , ..., ĉK from a noise
distribution Q. The loss function for NCE is shown in Equation 3.6 where d is the
decision of the logistic regression classifier that can be either 1 or 0.

Lθ = −[log p(d = 1|c, x) +

K
X

log p(d = 0|ĉi , x)]

(3.3)

i=1,ĉi ∼Q

Negative sampling attempts to approximate the logistic regression classifiers with
the sigmoid function σ(x) = 1/(1 + exp(−x)).
p(d = 1|c, x) = σ(c̄T x̄)
p(d = 0|ĉ, x) = 1 − σ(¯ˆcT x̄)

(3.4)
(3.5)

This gives the following loss function for negative sampling:

Lθ = −[log σ(c̄T x̄) +

K
X

log σ(−¯ˆcT x̄)]

(3.6)

i=1,ĉi ∼Q

Instead of computing c̄Ti x̄ for every possible target ci , where 1 ≤ i ≤ C as in
softmax, negative sampling only need to compute it for the actual target c and the
K number of noise targets, ĉ1 , ĉ2 , ..., ĉK .

3.5

Visualization of word embeddings

We use Scikit-learns’s implementation [37] of t-Distributed Stochastic Neighbour
Embedding (t-SNE) to visualize word embeddings in this study. t-SNE is a dimensionality reduction technique. It computes a distribution with probabilities of similarity between datapoints in the high-dimensional input space and a distribution
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with probabilities of similarity between datapoints in the low-dimensional output
space and minimizes the divergence between the two distributions [38]. Similarity
between two datapoints A and B is defined as the conditional probability of sampling B given a Gaussian distribution centered around A. Since the algorithm is very
computationally heavy, it is often initialized by first applying another dimensionality
reduction algorithm, such as Principal Component Analysis, on the data to speed
up the computation and reduce noise.

3.6

Evaluation of word embeddings

This section presents methods for evaluating word embeddings. There are mainly
two approaches to word embedding evaluation, intrinsic approaches and extrinsic
approaches. We use an extrinsic approach in our study but present both approaches
here to give the reader a holistic view.

Intrinsic evaluation
Intrinsic evaluation focus on interpreting semantic relationships of word embeddings.
The word embeddings are compared to human judgements on how the words relate
to one another. In order to apply intrinsic methods on a set of embeddings, one
need to first obtain a collection of human judgements to compare with, referred to
as a “golden set“. For domain-specific vocabularies, a golden set can be collected
from either a small number of domain experts in a closed laboratory environment,
or from a large amount of people through crowd-sourcing. The two most common
intrinsic evaluation tasks are the word similarity and the word analogy tasks [39].
The word similarity task evaluates how well embeddings can capture semantic
similarity between different words in the vocabulary. A golden set with pairs of
words is used for this task where each pair of words has been given a similarity
score by a human annotator. The distances between each word pair is calculated
in the embedding space and the more they are correlated to the human annotated
similarity scores, the better the embeddings are believed to be.
The word analogy task is the other common intrinsic evaluation task for word
embeddings. This task measures how well embeddings are able to preserve relationships between different words in the vocabulary. A sample from the golden set for
the word analogy task has four words, for example Sweden, Stockholm, Germany
and Berlin where we have the relationships Stockholm is the capital of Sweden like
Berlin is the capital of Germany. Given three of these words, we evaluate how well
the embeddings preserve the relationship to the left-out word.
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Extrinsic evaluation
Extrinsic evaluation are methods that evaluate word embeddings directly in downstream natural language processing (NLP) applications by applying the embeddings
as features in language models. If the model performs better with the word embeddings as features, the embeddings are also believed to be good. In extrinsic
evaluation, we assume that if a set of embeddings perform well on one task, they
will also perform well on other related tasks. Thus, one can assign the embeddings
a global performance score by the scores they get from downstream tasks. Some
commonly used tasks in extrinsic evaluation are text classification, named entity
recognition, part-of-speech tagging and sentiment analysis but in practise any NLP
task can be used for extrinsic evaluation [40].

3.7

Quality metrics

This section presents some of the most common metrics for evaluating of information
retrieval systems offline. We use these metrics to evaluate our model for descriptive
music search in Chapter 6.

F1 -score
F1 -score is a metric that is often used in context of classification and information
retrieval. It is based on precision and recall. In classification, precision and recall
are defined as:
precision =

true positives
true positives + false positives

(3.7)

true positives
(3.8)
true positives + false negatives
where true positives are the number of items from class A that where predicted
as class A, false positives are the number of items predicted as A but are not from
class A and false negatives are the number of items from class A that were not
predicted as A. In information retrieval, precision and recall are defined as:
recall =

precision =

|{relevant items} ∩ {retrieved items}|
|{retrieved items}|

(3.9)

|{relevant items} ∩ {retrieved items}|
(3.10)
|{relevant items}|
F1 -score is the harmonic mean of precision and recall that weights precision and
recall evenly.
recall =

F1 = 2 ·

precision × recall
precision + recall

(3.11)
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Precision at K
Since the number of relevant items to a query is usually large in information retrieval,
recall is seldom meaningful as users will not be interested in all relevant items.
Precision is also not meaningful if all relevant results are ranked low. Precision at
K is a metric that measures the number of relevant items among the first top K
results. The metric does not take into account the rank of the items among the top
K. Moreover, if the number of relevant results is less than K, it will not be possible
to achieve a perfect score regardless of how well the model performs.
P@K =

number of relevant items among top K
K

(3.12)

Mean reciprocal rank
The Reciprocal Rank (RR) is a metric used in information retrieval to measure the
reciprocal of the rank at which the first relevant item occurs in the list of results
returned by the IR-process. For example if the first relevant item is positioned at
rank 1 in the result list, the RR is 1, and if the first relevant item is positioned at
the second place in the result list, the RR is 0.5. The Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR)
is calculated by averaging across all queries.
|Q|

1 X 1
MRR =
|Q|
ranki

(3.13)

i=1

The metric is particularly useful when we can assume that the user is only
interested in seeing the first relevant item.

Normalized discounted cumulative gain
Normalized discounted cumulative gain (NDCG) is another commonly used metric in
information retrieval. It originates from the more primitive Cumulative Gain (CG)
metric that is computed through summing the relevance values reli of all items in a
list of results up to rank p.
CGp =

p
X

reli

(3.14)

i=1

Any re-ordering of the results up to p does not change the CGp metric. To
account for the usefulness of an item in it’s specific position in the result list, Discounted Cumulative Gain (DCG) is used instead. DCG is based on the assumption
that highly relevant items are more useful if they are placed at the top of the result
list. It hence uses a discount function over the rank that penalizes highly relevant
items placed at the bottom.
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DCGp =

p
X
i=1

reli
log2 (i + 1)

(3.15)

NDCG is used to measure the performance of an IR system over multiple queries
in a consistent way. Since result lists can have varying lengths for different queries,
the cumulative gain can be normalized at each position for a chosen value of p
across queries. This is done through computing the maximum possible DCG through
position p, also referred to as the ideal discounted cumulative gain (IDCG) through
p, where RELp is a list of the p most relevant items from the corpus ordered by their
relevance values. NDCG is then computed through dividing the DCG over IDCG.
|RELp |

IDCGp =

X
i=1

nDCGp =

2reli − 1
log2 (i + 1)

DCGp
IDCGp

(3.16)
(3.17)

We use in this study binary relevance values in the NDCG metric where items
are either relevant (1) or irrelevant (0).

Chapter 4

Data
This chapter explains the data we use for training and for evaluation.

4.1

Training data

In the Spotify product, users can create playlists and add tracks to their playlists.
Every playlist has a title that was either given by an user or was auto-generated
if the user did not provide a title. Users can also add optional descriptions to the
playlists. We believe that playlist titles often describe the tracks that the playlist
contains. A user might for example create a playlist called “running music“ and put
a set of tracks in that playlist that the user listens to when running.
In this study, we investigate if playlist entries can be used as training data to a
model for descriptive music search. A playlist entry contains an unique identifier, the
playlist title, description, owner and some additional meta data that is not applicable
to this study. A playlist entry also contains unique identifiers to the tracks in it. We
use the words from the playlist titles as features and the corresponding tracks in the
playlists as labels to our model. Complementary data to the playlist entries such
as track, artist and album information is used to help filter out irrelevant playlist
entries. We also limit the number of tracks that our model can retrieve to the top
ranking 1 million tracks as of 2019-02-13. This reduces the size of the training data
to a manageable number of samples while still providing the model a large and
diverse collection of tracks to learn from.

4.1.1

Collection and filtering

Raw training data is collected from Google Cloud Storage and BigQuery and preprocessed through a Scio-pipeline in Scala. Scio is an API for Apache Beam written by
Spotify for running large-scale batch and streaming data jobs [41]. The Scio-pipeline
is run on Google Cloud Dataflow, a cloud product from 2015 that is based on FlumeJava and MillWheel for unified batch and stream data processing. In total, it takes
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∼10 hours to run the pipeline end-to-end on 200 n1-standard-4 machines with 4
vCPUs and 15GB memory each to extract and format the raw data for training.
Before filtering the data, all playlist titles are decrypted and transformed to lower
case. Playlists with titles that contain less than two alpha-numerical characters are
discarded. We restrict our training samples to playlists with titles that contains
either an English adjective from NLTK’s WordNet [42], a genre name, or a common
music descriptor. This step filters out many of the playlists that do not have descriptive words in their titles. We also filter out playlists with names that contain
phrases like “liked from radio“, “new playlist“, “starred“, “release radar“ and “discover weekly“ in different languages as these names are common in the dataset but
do not describe the tracks in the playlists. Playlists with auto-generated names are
removed as well. We then restrict our training data to playlists that contain at least
8 but not more than 300 unique tracks to minimize the amount of noisy samples. If
a playlist contains any other types of entity than tracks, such as podcast episodes,
it is also removed from the training data. Additionally, playlists cannot have titles
that starts with the name of any of the tracks, artists or albums it contains. Playlists
must also contain tracks from at least 3 different artists and albums to ensure that
we have enough diversity in the data.
After filtering on the criteria above in the pipeline, all non-alpha-numerical characters in the playlist names are replaced by a space except “.“ and “&“. Subsequent
spaces are converted to a single space and the playlist names are trimmed of leading
and ending spaces. Tracks are represented as integers in the final training data.

4.1.2

Data analysis

The titles of all playlists in the final training data contain in total 8.7M unique words
and a playlist title has on average two words. The distribution of the words is heavily
skewed as some words are used significantly more often in the titles than others, see
Table 4.1. Common words from the titles are genre, mood and activity names such
as “rock“, “rap“, “country“, “pop“, “chill“, “party“, “dance“ and “workout“.
Table 4.1: Distribution of words in the playlist titles.

Number of words
6231414 (71.9%)
947242 (10.9%)
539169 (6.22%)
107013 (1.23%)
23036 (0.266%)

Frequency
=1
≥5
≥10
≥100
≥1000

There are in total 19B tracks in the training data and 987K unique tracks. Table
4.2 shows the distribution of the tracks. We observe that the track distribution is
also heavily skewed.
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Table 4.2: Distribution of tracks in the playlists.

Number of tracks
956836 (96.9%)
914483 (92.6%)
716512 (72.6%)
219640 (22.2%)
27994 (2.84%)
2362 (0.239%)

4.2

Frequency
≥10
≥100
≥1000
≥10000
≥100000
≥1000000

Evaluation data

Since we use playlist data for training, we need to evaluate how well the model
performs on descriptive search queries. Ideally, we would allow users to query the
model and define successful search sessions as when users show interest towards the
predicted tracks. Since we cannot perform any online tests, we instead rely on a set
of offline experiments in Chapter 5 to evaluate the model and the embeddings from
the model offline. These experiments use the following datasets.

4.2.1

Human annotated tracks

To evaluate our model quantitatively, we carry out an experiment in Section 6.1
using a human annotated dataset with tracks that have been labelled with different
moods and genres by human annotators. There are in total 2308 unique genres and
127 unique moods in the dataset and each track can have multiple genre and mood
labels. Table 4.3 shows an example of this data.
Table 4.3: Example of a track with genre and mood labels chosen by a human.

4.2.2

track

genres

t4

Instrumental Pop
General Film Music
Soundtrack

moods
Dark Urgent
Party / Fun
Defiant
Upbeat
Wild / Rowdy

Descriptive queries

We manually collect a small set of 110 common descriptive queries. The dataset
contains a mix between queries that are genres, moods and activities. This dataset
is used to qualitatively evaluate the our model in Section 6.2. Samples from the
dataset are presented in Appendix A and B in alphabetical order.
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Genres and sub-genres data

We evaluate the quality of the word embeddings from our model in Section 6.3
through an extrinsic evaluation task. For this experiment, we use a list of genre and
sub-genre names that can be downloaded for free from www.musicgenreslist.com,
a webiste that collects music genres [43]. The list contains in total of 774 sub-genre
names divided into 32 genres.

Chapter 5

Method
This chapter describes our approach. Section 5.1 describes the architecture and
hyperparameter details of the set of models we train and Section 5.2 describes how
we evaluate the models and the embeddings from the models.

5.1

Model

We propose in this study an approach that treats descriptive music search as an
extreme multi-class classification problem where each unique track is a class. We
choose to create our model with the fastText library [29] due to the library’s efficiency and support for supervised learning. To train the model, a dataset with
playlist entries is used. This dataset is described in Section 4.1. Each playlist entry
in the dataset has a title and a list of tracks that it contains. We use the playlist
titles as input to the model and the tracks from the playlists as labels. Figure 5.1
shows the architecture of our proposed model.
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Figure 5.1: Architecture of our model. The classifier takes a playlist title as input, computes
the embeddings for the words and n-grams in the title and averages the embeddings into a query
embedding. The query embedding is passed to a classifier that generates a track prediction. Each
unique track is a class, thus the output layer has the size of the number of unique tracks. We use
the tracks from the playlists as supervised signals for gradient computations.

All training data is transformed to the input format required by fastText. If a
playlist entry has a title with N words and contains M tracks, we represent the entry
as a line in the input file where the words in the title are separated by space and
followed by the integer representations of the tracks that are prefixed by “ label “
and separated by space. The input file is in total 125GB and consists 20B tokens
with most of the tokens being integer representations of the tracks as M  N .

word1 word2 ... wordN

label track1

label track2 ...

label trackM

We train 8 fastText classifiers with 300 hidden nodes. Through using 300 hidden
nodes, we can easily compare the performance of our embeddings with embeddings
from other studies that are of the same size. The minimal number of word and track
occurrences is set to 100 through the -minCount and -minCountLabel parameters
in fastText to filter out unusual words and tracks. We choose 100 as the threshold
after what Joulin et al. used in the tag prediction experiment explained in Example
3.3.2 in Section 3.3. The maximum length of word-level n-grams is set to 2 in all
models through the -wordNgrams parameter. We choose this maximum word ngram length because the average playlist name contains two words as described in
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the data analysis in Section 4.1. The initial learning rate is set to 0.1 through the -lr
parameter and dynamically decreases to 0 during training. This learning rate falls
within the range of recommended learning rates for text classification with fastText
[44]. The models are set up with vocabularies that contain 108K unique words and
914K unique tracks, and take between 6-10 hours to train using 192 threads on a
n1-standard-96 machine with 96 vCPUs and 360GB of memory.
Table 5.1 shows the details of the models. We train models with two different loss
functions, hierarchical softmax and negative sampling with 64 noise samples. The
relatively large number of noise samples was chosen after our initial experiments with
fewer noise samples (k=5 and k=20) did not perform as well. We also train models
with and without character-level n-grams to investigate if subword information is
useful. For the models with subword information, we follow the recommendations
from [30] and set the minimum character-level n-gram length to 3 and the maximum
length to 6 through the parameters -minn and -maxn. Since training is very slow
and fastText does not support model validation during training, we choose to train
the models for 15 respectively 30 epochs while holding other settings fixed to explore
potential benefits/harm from training the models for longer.
Table 5.1: Details of our models.

Model name
HS15
HS15s
HS30
HS30s
NS15
NS15s
NS30
NS30s

5.2

Loss
hierarchical softmax
hierarchical softmax
hierarchical softmax
hierarchical softmax
negative sampling
negative sampling
negative sampling
negative sampling

Subword
3-6
3-6
3-6
3-6

Epochs
15
15
30
30
15
15
30
30

Evaluation

This section explains the experiments we carry out in order to evaluate how well the
models perform in a descriptive music search context. We start by evaluating the
models quantitatively through a track prediction task using a human annotated track
dataset. From the quantitative test, we pick the best models and manually analyze
the quality of the predictions from these models for a set of common descriptive
queries. Finally, we also assess how well the models capture music-specific word
semantics through extrinsic evaluation on a domain related classification task.
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5.2.1

Quantitative model evaluation

Objective: Systematically evaluate the performance of the model offline on a descriptive search task
Task: Predict tracks given mood/genre names
Data: A dataset with tracks that have been labelled with moods and
genres by human annotators

To evaluate the model quantitatively, we use a human annotated dataset with
tracks have been labelled with a set of moods and genres by human annotators.
Table 4.3 in Section 4.2 shows an example of this data. 801K of the 914K tracks
in our model exist in this dataset. We use the unique genre and mood names that
appear at least 100 times in this dataset as queries. This corresponds to 1510 number
of mood and genre names in total. Given a genre or a mood name, if our model
predicts a track with the right label, we consider the prediction successful. This
evaluation process is illustrated in Figure 5.2. Only tracks that exist in the human
annotated dataset are included in the results.
Figure 5.2: Illustration of the evaluation process using the human annotated track dataset.

We use the P@1, P@5, P@10, MRR, NDCG@5 and NDCG@10 metrics described
in Section3.7 in this evaluation.

5.2.2

Qualitative model evaluation

Objective: Identify strengths and weaknesses of the models
Task: Manually go through a set of predictions from the models
Data: 110 common descriptive queries

In order to gain deeper understanding of how the models behave and identify
strengths and weaknesses, we evaluate the models that perform best in the quantitative evaluation qualitatively. The qualitative evaluation is subjective and relies
on human judgement on whether a set of model predictions are relevant to a certain
query. We let the models predict 5 tracks for 110 common descriptive queries that
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are preprocessed in the same way as the training data and then manually go through
the predictions and tag them as either relevant, uncertain or irrelevant to the query.
We also look at the degree of diversity among the results and detect some specific
cases of failure. The aim of this process is not to objectively evaluate the predictions but to look closer at how the models behave for specific queries. Since we are
carrying out the manual evaluation on our own, the risk of bias is high, but it also
gives us the opportunity to dig deeper into edge cases and failures to understand
the models’ behaviour. Section 6.2 summarizes the findings.

5.2.3

Extrinsic evaluation of word embeddings

In this section, we evaluate the quality of the word embeddings from our model.
We begin by projecting the most frequent words’ embeddings to a 2D-space. Words
that the model learns similar semantics for end up close to each other in this space.
Figure 6.1 shows a t-SNE plot of the word embeddings and Figure 6.2 shows a closer
look at some of the interesting semantics the model captures.
To evaluate the quality of the word embeddings in our models, we compare
them to two sets of pre-trained word embeddings learned on generic text documents
from [45]. The first set contains 1M word embeddings trained with fastText on
Wikipedia 2017, the UMBC webbase corpus and the statmt.org news dataset with
in total 16B tokens. The second set contains 2M word embeddings trained with
fastText on the Common Crawl dataset with 600B tokens. For comparison, our
models contain 108K word embeddings trained on the playlist data described in
Section 4.1 with supervised learning using the playlist names as features and the
tracks in the playlists as labels.
Objective: Evaluate how well the word embeddings from our models
perform in other NLP tasks
Task: Classify sub-genre names into genres
Data: 774 sub-genre names divided into 32 genres retrieved from
www.musicgenreslist.com
Since we only have 774 samples divided over 32 classes, we apply k-fold cross validation to the data. Cross-validation is a method to evaluate models on a restricted
amount of data. It divides the data into k sets and trains the model k times, each
time using one of the k sets as the test data and the rest k − 1 sets as the training
data. The final test score is calculated by combining the scores from each of the
k rounds. We set k=5 as it gives us a reasonable large test set with 155 samples.
The data has skewed label distribution. We hence manually divide the samples into
5 subsets so that each subset contains approximately the same number of samples
from each class and has an equal number of total samples. Samples within each
subset are shuffled. We extract the embeddings from our models and load each set
of pre-trained embeddings to a classifier. The architecture of the classifier is shown
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in Table 5.2. Weights in the embedding layer are frozen to prevent back-propagation
to these weights. We train the classifiers for 300 epochs each while monitoring the
performance on the hold-out test set. We also train a classifier from scratch on the
data without using any pre-trained embeddings for comparison. The score from the
best epoch is used to compute the average F1-score over the 5-folds and results are
shown in Section 6.3.
Table 5.2: Architecture of the classifiers. The weights in the embedding layer are frozen during
training in the models that use pre-trained embeddings. The weights in the dense layer are trainable
for all models.

Layer
Input
Embedding
Global average pooling 1D
Dense

Output shape
(None, 5)
(None, 5, 300)
(None, 300)
(None, 32)

Param
196500
9632

Chapter 6

Results
6.1

Quantitative model evaluation

Table 6.1 shows the aggregated results from the 1510 queries. We also show the
results from a frequency baseline which always suggests the most frequent tracks in
the training dataset regardless of the query. Table 6.2 and 6.3 shows the results for
the 1385 genre queries and the 125 mood queries separately.
Table 6.1: Aggregated results from the 1510 mood and genre queries. The best score for each
metric is marked in bold text. See Section 3.7 for definitions of the metrics.

Model
Freq. baseline
HS15
HS15s
HS30
HS30s
NS15
NS15s
NS30
NS30s

P@1
0.20
31.7
28.5
32.5
30.0
45.4
43.1
46.9
45.1

P@5
1.25
30.3
27.4
31.4
28.3
45.2
41.2
45.8
43.4

P@10
1.25
29.0
26.6
30.1
27.4
44.3
40.4
44.9
42.3
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MRR
1.98
40.7
36.7
41.3
38.1
55.4
52.3
56.4
54.2

NDCG@5
2.43
42.6
38.2
43.0
39.6
58.1
54.1
58.6
56.0

NDCG@10
3.17
44.5
40.7
45.2
41.7
59.9
56.0
60.4
58.1
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Table 6.2: Aggregated results from the 1385 genre queries. The best score for each metric is
marked in bold text. See Section 3.7 for definitions of the metrics.

Model
Freq. baseline
HS15
HS15s
HS30
HS30s
NS15
NS15s
NS30
NS30s

P@1
0.22
32.0
28.2
32.7
30.0
46.2
44.0
48.1
46.1

P@5
0.36
30.4
27.4
31.5
28.5
46.1
41.8
46.7
44.1

P@10
0.34
29.0
26.5
30.2
27.4
45.2
41.0
45.8
43.0

MRR
0.80
40.5
36.1
41.2
37.8
55.8
52.8
57.1
54.8

NDCG@5
0.86
42.3
37.6
42.8
39.3
58.4
54.4
59.0
56.4

NDCG@10
1.19
44.1
40.0
44.8
41.2
60.0
56.0
60.7
58.3

Table 6.3: Aggregated results from the 125 mood queries. The best score for each metric is marked
in bold text. See Section 3.7 for definitions of the metrics.

Model
Freq. baseline
HS15
HS15s
HS30
HS30s
NS15
NS15s
NS30
NS30s

6.2

P@1
13.5
34.1
34.9
34.1
33.3
41.3
36.5
37.3
38.1

P@5
13.8
0.30
28.1
31.4
27.1
38.4
37.0
38.7
40.0

P@10
5.84
29.7
29.4
29.4
28.3
37.2
36.5
37.2
37.5

MRR
25.0
46.0
45.6
45.1
43.9
54.3
50.0
51.7
51.2

NDCG@5
28.1
47.7
45.3
47.0
44.3
57.7
53.8
56.6
55.3

NDCG@10
30.8
50.2
40.0
50.7
48.3
60.3
58.5
58.5
58.6

Qualitative model evaluation

We use HS30 and NS30, the models that performed best with each loss function
in the quantitative evaluation, to predict five tracks for 110 common descriptive
queries. Track predictions from model HS30 and NS30 for some sample queries can
be found in Appendix A and B respectively.

Overall relevance
By going through the predictions manually, and looking up information about the
tracks, we conclude that both models are able to generate relevant track predictions for almost all queries. The models also have no problem generating relevant
predictions for multi-word queries such as (q12, death metal) or (q23, soft jazz).
Both models can also differentiate between situations when the same word occurs in
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different contexts, such as (q17, relaxing) and (q18, relaxing classical) or (q10, country) and (q11, country road), and generate tracks accordingly. We also observe that
the models are robust to grammatical variations as they generate common/similar
tracks for the queries (q19, sleep), (q20, sleeping) and (q21, sleepy time), and for
(q6, calm) and (q7, calming) as well as for (q24, study) and (q25, studying).

Diversity
Given the same queries, NS30 is generally better at predicting more diverse and
less well known tracks than HS30. NS30 generates 406 unique predictions of 550
predictions in total while HS30 only generates 272 unique predictions. This implies
that HS30 have a higher tendency than NS30 to generate the same tracks for different
queries. For example, HS30 generates several common tracks for (q8, children) and
(q13, kids) while NS30 generates no common tracks for those queries.

Failures
We identify several unexpected results among the predictions, especially among the
predictions from the NS30 model. As an example, NS30 predicts tracks that contain
guided meditation for the query (q14, meditation) and tracks with motivational
speeches for the query (q15, motivational). These results are very presumptive given
the queries as the user might be looking for more general content. The NS30 model
also sometimes predicts tracks in other languages than English, such as Swedish
tracks for (q22, soft), a Dutch track for (q13, kids) and a German track for (q16,
party). This indicates that NS30 has overfitted on the playlist data, such as playlist
samples with English titles but tracks in other languages. The results from HS30
do not exhibit any signs of overfitting. However, for the queries (q2, baby) and (q4,
birthday), HS30 fails to retrieve relevant tracks.

6.3

Extrinsic evaluation of word embeddings

Figure 6.1 shows a t-SNE plot of a subset of the word’s embeddings in a 2D-space and
Figure 6.2 shows some of the interesting clusters from Figure 6.1. We can observe in
these figures that we have indeed learnt domain-specific semantics of the words from
the playlist data. As an example, the words “rainy“, “sleep“ and “calm“ are located
very close to each other in the plot because people often use them interchangeably
when describing music. However, in a generic context, they do not have a similar
semantic meaning and would not be located close to each other.
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Figure 6.1: t-SNE plot of a subset of the words’ embeddings.
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Figure 6.2: A closer look at some of the clusters from Figure 6.1.

Results from the extrinsic evaluation described in Section 5.2.3 are presented
in Table 6.4. In the table, we can observe that our proposed word embeddings
trained on Spotify playlists perform 15.9pp better than the classifier without any pretrained embeddings and outperform both the Wiki-News and the Common Crawl
embeddings.
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Table 6.4: Average F1-score in percentages over the 32 classes. The best score is marked in bold
text. See 3.7 for a definition of the F1-score.

Embeddings
No pretraining
Wiki-News
Wiki-News, subword
Common Crawl
Common Crawl, subword
from HS15
from HS15s
from HS30
from HS30s
from NS15
from NS15s
from NS30
from NS30s

F1
47.7
60.0
53.3
59.3
56.2
62.9
62.1
62.3
61.4
63.4
60.7
63.6
62.4

Chapter 7

Discussion
In this chapter, we discuss our work and the insights we gain from the experiments
in Chapter 6. We also explain the restrictions and obstacles we faced in the study
and highlight some ideas for future work.

7.1

Ethics and sustainability

In information retrieval, how results are ranked can directly affect the behaviour
of users. By ranking certain entities at the top, users are naturally more likely
to discover and consume those items. Reversely, by not ranking other entities,
the retrieval model dismisses those entities for the user. This selection process is
unavoidable if we want to present a small subset of relevant items to the user, but it
also makes it important for us to provide the right conditions for our model to learn
from a diverse collection of entities. We accounted for this in our study by letting the
training data contain a large track vocabulary that consists of 914K unique tracks.
We also restricted our training samples to playlists that contain tracks from multiple
artists and albums to increase the diversity in the data.
It is also common for machine learning models to exhibit bias towards the past
as the models are trained on historical data. In the music domain, such bias can
be that some artists or tracks are more likely to be suggested than others due to
skewed label distributions in the training data. Training data can also contain bias
that we do not want our models to learn and project into the future. To avoid such
bias, we carry out a qualitative analysis of the predictions from the model in Section
6.2. This helped us interpret our model and detect unwanted behaviour.
Additionally, when machine learning models are trained on user data, the privacy
of users needs to be prioritized. If users enter their personal information into text
fields that we collect data from, we do not want our models to capture it. To
minimize the risk for this, we removed all rare words that occurred less than 100
times in the training data and did not include these in the model’s vocabulary. We
also handled all data with great care in closed laboratory environments.
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From a sustainability point of view, developing machine learning models is often an expensive process that requires large amounts of computational power and
energy. Successful machine learning models can however make current applications
and workflows more effective. Since we did not carry out any grid-search for the optimal hyperparameters, we significantly reduced the amount of resources this study
consumed.

7.2

Analysis of results

Suggesting relevant tracks to descriptive queries is a complex task, especially when
the model has 914K tracks to choose from. The low scores achieved by the frequency
baseline shown in Table 6.1 indicate that there is indeed a need for using a learning
model. However, without a stronger baseline to compare with, it is hard to determine
how well our models actually perform. A precision at 5 score on 45.8 from the best
model in Section 6.1 indicates that about 2-3 out of 5 predictions are relevant.
Yet, the results from the qualitative analysis in Section 6.2 show that most track
predictions are relevant to the queries with a few exceptions.
In the quantitative experiment, the models with negative sampling perform significantly better than models with hierarichal softmax. However, when we inspect
the predictions generated by the HS30 and the NS30 models qualitatively in Section
6.2, we discover more unexpected results from the NS30 model than from the HS30
model. NS30 is likely overfitting to certain playlist samples in the training data. If
more time was allowed, we would evaluate the NS15 model qualitatively as NS15 is
trained for less epochs but has otherwise the same settings as NS30.
To evaluate the quality of the word embeddings in our models, we carried out an
extrinsic evaluation experiment in Section 6.3 using a domain-related classification
task. The results in Table 6.4 show that our models’ embeddings perform better than
the Wiki-News and Common Crawl embeddings. The best classifier has embeddings
from the NS30 model, and performs 15.9pp better than the classifier without any pretrained embeddings. Besides showing that our models have learnt relevant semantics
for the music descriptors, this also indicates that the word embeddings from our
models can benefit other domain-related language models, especially when there is
little labelled data to train models from scratch with.

7.3

Restrictions

This section explains obstacles that we faced during implementation and evaluation,
and motivates our decision to scope down certain parts of the study.
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Handling large-scale data
One of the major implementation difficulties was the large amount of playlist data
available. The playlist dataset contains terabytes of data with billions of samples
that require decryption and merging with additional datasets through large join operations. Despite using tools and frameworks built for handling large-scale data with
high performance such as GFS, BigQuery, Scio and Google Dataflow, we still faced
performance issues in the pipeline while collecting and filtering the data. Hence, the
training data was restricted to playlists with titles that contain at least an English
adjective, a music genre or a common music descriptor. We also restricted the track
vocabulary to the top 1M tracks. This significantly reduced the number of training
records but also limited the size of the word and track vocabulary in the model.

Hyperparameter experimentation
Due to the many training records, it took between 6-10 hours to load the data and
train a fastText model with the embedding size 300 using 192 threads on a 96 vCore
machine. We could hence not experiment extensively with different hyperparameters
in order to find the optimal settings. Instead, we settled for a set of parameters that
seemed sensible given the data and the task as motivated in Chapter 5. Ideally, a
grid search for the optimal parameters should have been conducted, but was not
feasible considering how computationally intensive training was.

Evaluation bias
One of the most challenging tasks in this study was to define an offline evaluation
process that accurately measures how well the model generalizes to descriptive music search. There are no standard offline evaluation methods or public benchmark
datasets that we can use to our best knowledge, especially not from the music domain. We hence defined experiments in Chapter 6 that evaluate the model both
quantitatively and qualitatively.
The quantitative experiment relied on a dataset with tracks that have been
labelled with different genres and moods by human annotators. The evaluation was
hence limited to the mood and genre labels that exist in this dataset. These labels
do not always reflect the way users express search queries. It is for example very
rare for users to search for “dreamy mysterious“ music and more common for users
to use colloquial words such as “chill“, “romantic“ or “sad“ in search queries.
The qualitative experiment relied on manual inspection of track predictions for
a set of common descriptive queries. An important weakness in this experiment is
that it is based on human judgements of relevance. For queries such as (q5, blues) or
(q1, alternative rock) it was straightforward to determine if the results were relevant
or not by looking up the correct genres, but for queries such as (q3, bedtime) or (9,
cleaning) the process became inevitably more subjective.
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Finally, we evaluated if our model captured domain-specific word semantics
through an experiment that compared our embeddings with pre-trained general
embeddings from [45]. An important bias in this experiment is that we did not
train the general embeddings ourselves and could hence not control the preprocessing or choice of hyperparameters. Moreover, our word embeddings were generated
with fastText’s supervised model while Wiki-News and Common Crawl were generated with the unsupervised models. This could potentially have added bias to our
experiment.

7.4

Future work

In light of the discussion above, we suggest several ideas for future work below.

Selection of playlist samples
The selection of playlist samples for training described in Section 4.1.1 has direct
effect on the model’s word vocabulary. If more time was allowed, we would experiment with the selection of training samples and what words the playlist titles must
include.

Preprocssing techniques
In addition to basic preprocessing steps such as cleaning special characters and
numbers, and transformation to lower case, one can remove stop words from the
training data. Correcting misspellings and normalizing the playlist titles can also
be helpful. Examples of normalization is to alter “xmas“ to “christmas“, “gooood“
to “good“ or “2morrow“ to “tomorrow“.

Diversity of results
From a user experience point of view, it is important that the track predictions are
not only relevant but also diverse. In this study, we optimize for relevance and not
for diversity. Thus, the prediction results in Appendix A and B often have multiple
tracks from the same artist per query. A way one can optimize for diversity while
maintaining high relevance is through selecting a subset of tracks that meet a certain
relevance criteria, and optimize for diversity within that subset.

Wiki-News and Common Crawl embeddings
Bias caused by different preprocessing techniques in the experiment with the word
embeddings in Section 6.3 can be reduced by training the Wiki-News and Common
Crawl embeddings from scratch on our own, and preprocess the data in the same
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way as the playlist titles. Those embeddings took however days to train according
to [45], which we did not have enough time for.

Chapter 8

Conclusion
We have created a dataset with word to track relationships from raw playlist data,
trained a classifier on the data and shown that the classifier can give reasonable track
predictions for descriptive queries and performs much better than the frequency
baseline. We have also shown that the word embeddings from our model can be
extracted and transferred to another domain-related classification task and improve
the performance of that task. To make our model more useful to the user, we propose
to diversify the list of tracks retrieved by the model for each query by re-ranking
the top results. In this way, we can narrow the large number of possible tracks to a
small set of candidates and easier diversify or personalize the ordering of the results
after individual users. It is also possible to use the same approach that we use to
build a model for descriptive search of other types of entities than tracks, such as
artists or albums. This can be easily done by replacing the tracks in the training
data with their artists respectively albums.
An important outcome of this study is that word embeddings trained on playlist
data can capture music-specific word semantics. It is hence worth to investigate
further if these embeddings can be used as features in other music search models to
improve the performance of those models.
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Appendix A

Track predictions from HS30
Below are five track predictions from the HS30 model for some of the 110 common
descriptive queries we used for the qualitative evaluation. The sample queries are
sorted in alphabetical order and the predicted results are ordered after relevance
with the first track being the most relevant to the query. Note that the tracks can
have multiple artists but only one artist is listed for simplicity.
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1.

Query (a-c)
alternative rock

2.

baby

3.

bedtime

4.

birthday

5.

blues

6.

calm

7.

calming

8.

children

9.

cleaning

10.

country

Predicted tracks
Smells Like Teen Spirit
Wonderwall
Mr Brightside
Under The Bridge
Californication
Thinking Out Loud
Perfect
Say You Won’t Let Go
Shape Of You
Photograph
Thinking Out Loud
Photograph
A Thousand Years
All Of Me
Stay With Me
Uptown Funk
One Dance
CAN’T STOP THE FEELING!
Happy
Shape Of You
The Thrill Is Gone
Boom Boom
Mannish Boy
Pride And Joy
Smodestack Lightnin’
Photograph
Let Her Go
Skinny Love
Thinking Out Loud
Get Over It
Photograph
Skinny Love
Get Over It
Let Her Go
Say You Won’t Let Go
Let It Go
Under the Sea
Do You Want To Build A Snowman?
Hakuna Matata
Happy
Uptown Funk
Bang Bang
All About That Bass
Just Dance
Dear Future Husband
Play It Again
Chicken Fried
Die A Happy Man
Cruise
Body Like A Back Road

Nirvana
Oasis
The Killers
Red Hot Chili Peppers
Red Hot Chili Peppers
Ed Sheeran
Ed Sheeran
James Arthur
Ed Sheeran
Ed Sheeran
Ed Sheeran
Ed Sheeran
Christina Perri
John Legend
Sam Smith
Mark Ronson
Drake
Justin Timberlake
Pharrell Williams
Ed Sheeran
B.B. King
John Lee Hooker
Muddy Waters
Stevie Ray Vaughan
Howlin’ Wolf
Ed Sheeran
Passenger
Birdy
Ed Sheeran
James Bay
Ed Sheeran
Birdy
James Bay
Passenger
James Arthur
Idina Menzel
Samuel E. Wright
Kristen Bell
Ernie Sabella
Pharrell Williams
Mark Ronson
Jessie J
Meghan Trainor
WALK THE MOON
MMS Metrain
Luke Bryan
Zac Brown Band
Thomas Rhett
Florida Georgia Line
Sam Hunt
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11.

Query (c-s)
country road

12.

death metal

13.

kids

14.

meditation

15.

motivational

16.

party

17.

relaxing

18.

relaxing classical

19.

sleep

20.

sleeping

Predicted tracks
Chicken Fried
Body Like A Back Road
Play It Again
Wagon Wheel
Die A Happy Man
Hammer Smashed Face
Twilight Of The Thunder God
Symbolic
Heartwork
Subjected to a Beating
Let It Go
CAN’T STOP THE FEELING!
Happy
Hakuna Matata
You’re Welcome
Devi Prayer
Gayatri Mantra
Ong Namo
Shanti (Peace Out)
Weightless
Eye of the Tiger
’Till I Collapse
Lose Yourself
Remember The Name
Fight Song
Uptown Funk
Lean On
Can’t Hold Us
Wake Me Up
Party Rock Anthem
Thinking Out Loud
Let Her Go
Photograph
Stay With Me
All Of Me
Cello Suite No. 1 in G Major
Swan Lake, Op.20, Act II: 10. Scène
Sonata No. 14 Moonlight in C-Sharp Minor
Piano Sonata No. 14 in C-Sharp Minor
River Flows In You
Photograph
Thinking Out Loud
Skinny Love
Let Her Go
Say You Won’t Let Go
Photograph
Thinking Out Loud
Let Her Go
Stay With Me
Skinny Love
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Zac Brown Band
Sam Hunt
Luke Bryan
Darius Rucker
Thomas Rhett
Cannibal Corpse
Amon Amarth
Death
Carcass
Dying Fetus
Idina Menzel
Justin Timberlake
Pharrell Williams
Ernie Sabella
Dwayne Johnson
Craig Pruess & Ananda
Deva Premal
Snatam Kaur
MC YOGI
Marconi Union
Survivor
Eminem
Eminem
Fort Minor
Rachel Platten
Mark Ronson
Major Lazer
Macklemore & Ryan Lewis
Avicii
LMFAO
Ed Sheeran
Passenger
Ed Sheeran
Sam Smith
John Legend
Johann Sebastian Bach
Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky
Ludwig van Beethoven
Ludwig van Beethoven
Yiruma
Ed Sheeran
Ed Sheeran
Birdy
Passenger
James Arthur
Ed Sheeran
Ed Sheeran
Passenger
Sam Smith
Birdy
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21.

Query (s)
sleepy time

22.

soft

23.

soft jazz

24.

study

25.

studying

Predicted tracks
Skinny Love
Thinking Out Loud
Photograph
Let Her Go
Skinny Love
Thinking Out Loud
All Of Me
Let Her Go
Photograph
Stay With Me
In A Sentimental Mood
Blue In Green
Ghost Of St. Maria
I Got It Bad
Davis
Time
Comptine d’un autre été l’après-midi
River Flows In You
Nuvole Bianche
Cello Suite No. 1 in G Major
River Flows In You
Comptine d’un autre été l’après-midi
Time
Cello Suite No. 1 in G Major
Nuvole Bianche

Birdy
Ed Sheeran
Ed Sheeran
Passenger
Bon Iver
Ed Sheeran
John Legend
Passenger
Ed Sheeran
Sam Smith
Duke Ellington
Miles Davis
Dave Brubeck
Oscar Peterson Trio
Miles Davis
Hans Zimmer
Yann Tiersen
Yiruma
Ludovico Einaudi
Johann Sebastian Bach
Yiruma
Yann Tiersen
Hans Zimmer
Johann Sebastian Bach
Ludovico Einaudi

Appendix B

Track predictions from NS30
Below are five track predictions from the NS30 model for some of the 110 common
descriptive queries we used for the qualitative evaluation. The sample queries are
sorted in alphabetical order and the predicted results are ordered after relevance
with the first track being the most relevant to the query. Note that the tracks can
have multiple artists but only one artist is listed for simplicity.
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1.

Query (a-c)
alternative rock

2.

baby

3.

bedtime

4.

birthday

5.

blues

6.

calm

7.

calming

8.

children

9.

cleaning

10.

country

Predicted tracks
Drive
Here Without You
Angels Or Devils
Kryptonite
Stigmatized
You On Me
Canon In D
Rock-A-Bye Baby
Blow
Brahm Baby Lullaby
A Whole New World
Beauty & the Beast
When You Wish Upon A Star
Brahms’ Lullaby
Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star
Happy Birthday
It’s Your Birthday
It’s My Birthday
Happy Birthday To You
Happy Birthday to You - Piano Version
Boom Boom
Mannish Boy
The Thrill Is Gone
One Bourbon
Spoonful
To Build A Home
Get Over It
All I Want
Lost Boy
Weightless
Weightless
Lost Boy
Mellomaniac
Watermark
Eelectra
The Wheels On The Bus
Old Mac Donald Had A Farm
Baa Baa Black Sheep
Humpty Dumpty
ABCDEFG
Uptown Funk
Bang Bang
All About That Bass
Just Dance
Dear Future Husband
Play It Again
Die A Happy Man
Chicken Fried
Cruise
That’s My Kind Of Night

Incubus
3 Doors Down
Dishwalla
3 Doors Down
The Calling
Altarboy
Baby Mozart
Smart Baby Lullaby Music
Altarboy
Baby Mozart
Baby Naptime
Little One Lullabies
Naptime Lullabies
Jewel
Jewel
Stevie Wonder
R. Kelly
will.i.am
Happy Occasion Singers
Happy Birthday Group
John Lee Hooker
Muddy Waters
B.B. King
John Lee Hooker
Howlin’ Wolf
The Cinematic Orchestra
James Bay
Kodaline
Ruth B.
Marconi Union
Marconi Union
Ruth B.
DJ Shah
Enya
Airstream
The Countdown Kids
KidzTown Kids
The Little Singers
The Countdown Kids
Songs For Kids
Mark Ronson
Jessie J
Meghan Trainor
WALK THE MOON
MMS Metrain
Luke Bryan
Thomas Rhett
Zac Brown Band
Florida Georgia Line
Luke Bryan

APPENDIX B. TRACK PREDICTIONS FROM NS30

11.

Query (c-s)
country road

12.

death metal

13.

kids

14.

meditation

15.

motivational

16.

party

17.

relaxing

18.

relaxing classical

19.

sleep

20.

sleeping

Predicted tracks
Take Me Home Country Road
Wagon Wheel
On The Road Again
Chicken Fried
Play It Again
Immortal Rites
Pierced From Within
Slowly We Rot
Override Of The Overture
Sacrifice Unto Sebek
Let It Go
Get Back Up Again
Hupsakee!
You’re Welcome
Do You Want To Build A Snowman?
Letting Go Meditation
Deep Relaxation
Breathing Calming Body & Mind
Thinking Bringing the Mind Back Home
20 Min Sitting Meditation
Be Successful
Impose Your Will
Leave a Legacy
Intro
When You Feel Like Quitting
Saufen morgens, mittags, abends
Johnny Däpp
Party Rock Anthem
Mama Laudaaa
Timber
Mellomaniac - Chillout Mix
Watermark
Eelectra - Religion Cut
Che soave zeffiretto
We Can Fly
Suite in D Minor, HWV 447: Allemande
By The Sleepy Lagoon
Enigma Variations: Nimrod
The Lark Ascending
The Four Seasons: ’Autumn’ II
Music For Sleep Thunderstorm, Rain
Ella’s Lullaby
Ambient Ocean Waves
Afternoon Thunderstorm
Gentle Rain & Thunder
River Flows In You
Ella’s Lullaby
Ambient Ocean Waves
Skinny Love
Sleeping Music (Deep Sleep)
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John Denver
Darius Rucker
Willie Nelson
Zac Brown Band
Luke Bryan
Morbid Angel
Suffocation
Obituary
Dismember
Nile
Idina Menzel
Anna Kendrick
Kinderen Voor Kinderen
Dwayne Johnson
Kristen Bell
Donna D’Cruz
The Honest Guys
Erica Rayner-Horn
Erica Rayner-Horn
Mark Williams
NatStar
Eric Thomas
Eric Thomas
Nuff Sed
Fearless Motivation
Ingo ohne Flamingo
Lorenz Büffel
LMFAO
Almklausi
Pitbull
DJ Shah
Enya
Airstream
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart
Rue Du Soleil
David Greilsammer
BBC Concert Orchestra
London Philharmonic Orchestra
Britten Sinfonia
Anthony Marwood
Sounds Of Nature
Enno Aare
Ocean Waves For Sleep
White Noise For Baby Sleep
Nature Sounds
Yiruma
Enno Aare
Ocean Waves For Sleep
Birdy
Deep Sleep Music Collective
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APPENDIX B. TRACK PREDICTIONS FROM NS30

21.

Query (s)
sleepy time

22.

soft

23.

soft jazz

24.

study

25.

studying

Predicted tracks
Ambient Ocean Waves
A Gentle Thunderstorm
Afternoon Thunderstorm
Weightless
Gentle Rain & Thunder
Om du lämnade mig nu
Shoreline - Radio Version
Som jag hade dig förut
Utan dina andetag
Utan dina andetag
I Got It Bad
Apollo
When It’s Sleepytime Down South
You Are My Lady
When Sunny Gets Blue
Time
River Flows In You
Nuvole Bianche
Cornfield Chase
Comptine d’un autre été l’après-midi
Comptine d’un autre été l’après-midi
River Flows In You
Nuvole Bianche
A Thousand Years
Cello Suite No. 1 in G Major

Ocean Waves For Sleep
Meditation Music Club
White Noise For Baby Sleep
Marconi Union
Nature Sounds
Lars Winnerbäck
Anna Ternheim
Melissa Horn
Carolina Wallin Pérez
kent
Oscar Peterson Trio
Nils Janson
Wynton Marsalis
Smooth Sax Tribute Band
McCoy Tyner
Hans Zimmer
Yiruma
Ludovico Einaudi
Hans Zimmer
Yann Tiersen
Yann Tiersen
Yiruma
Ludovico Einaudi
The Piano Guys
Yo-Yo Ma
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